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EXTEND .VACATION - - - KECK
Council Body Unanimously
Okays Christmas Proposal

Author 1'ants
Crash Study
On Births

By BOB RYAN
News Editor-in-Chief

A resolution calling for a four day extension to the
Christmas vacati~n 1•e1·iod was quickly ap(Jroved Monday
by a sympathetic Xavier Student Council.
. The motion, S(Jonsored by Sophomo1·e Councilman wu..
llam Keck, seeks to add Thursday. January 2, and li'riday,
January 3, to the currently scheduled 19-day respite. If
ado1>ted · by the university administration, the proposal
would allow most students an additional week-end at home
postponing their return to classes until Monday, .January

A noted Roman Catholic professo1· and author called this week
for· an interfaith White House
eonfer·ence on birth control to
help the United States and, espeeia lly, underdeveloped foreign
KECK CITED the duty of Stu•
countries find an answer to the
dent Council "to promulgate the danger the Jives of ·many stU·•
population explosion.
. general welfare of the student dents.
The Rev. John A. O'Brien also
. body and to protect theil' best
e "Most students who will re..
proposed that the Fede1;al Gov..
. interests" as the basis for the turn after a long journey in thl!
ernment's National Institutes. of
resolution. He listed six points middle of the Christmas season
. Health begin a "crash research·
in support of the measure:
will be fatigued and functionally
. program in human reproduction
•· "The students w o u Id be unprepared for classes .
. in all its' phases."
placed at an obvious disadvan-.
e "The irregula1· date set fol"
"It is time to. eln11e ranlut," be
. tage if made to return on the return w o u Id encc.urage wirl~
•aid. "time to end the Cold· War
day after New Year's Day.
abandonment of classes due to
· and to work to&'ether as brothen ;
e "Many of the dor·m and off. many more justified reason11
and· good nelcbbon.'~ ·
. campus, resid~nts; who live·hun- . t~~n t_h,o~e specified. ahove, and
:.;.,.dreds-.of-niiles;·away,·-wou,d·-~be:· this· force·pracHce would greatl.Y
· . The.· Catholic Faith condone8 ·
: ·. req~ired to•travel 'Ori .New Year's hinder· academic life on campus.'"
oitiy ·the natural rhythm riietliOd '·' ·
: Day, and possibly even .on the
' •s a means of birth control', and ..
Keck suggested that. if ncceseve of this holiday,
·Father· O'Brien did ~not suggest
sa1·y, the two class da.vs cnul<f.
e "These students and others be made-up at the end o.f the
·any other possible solution.
-N~1111 (Wolle~) 1'1111r. . would be kept. from enjoying the
school year.
The Church holds that nalural
fullness of their vacation with
However, reliable sources an ..
F~eddy!;.
· Jaw prohibits birth conh-oJ by
contraceptives, he noted. Yet, he
·Caught in the act of appropriating an Entery Hall pa1·ents, fl'iends, etc., by the cali ticipate difficulty in securing administration approval r or thtt
added, there has been a "revolu- marker on the Our Lady ot Clncinnat.i campus down the . to class.
e "Any extensive t rave 1 on measure, which is expected to. fJI!
tion in the ethical thinking of Parkway, .Xavier Sophomore Mike Kennedy futilely at- this holiday would sertously en- soughJ this week .
· Pl'Otestants."
·
. tem(Jts last-minute explanations to an attacking enemy
This revolution has occurred blitz squad: Kennedy, ·wbo. sutrered only minor injmies,
with such speed, he said, "That . was treated and released·at Woody's
many Catholics seem unaware
Rev. John F. Cronin, S.S., Assistant Social Action Director of
. that contraception is no longer in
the National Catholic Welfare Conference, will speak on "Evolvin~
. Protestant eyes an evil thing, but
Catholic Social Thought" at Xavier University's next Fornm Series
may be a good, virtuous and even
pr·esentation on Tuesday evening, Novembe1· 19, at 8:15 p.m. !rt
holy action, demanded by the
the auditorium of the Xavier Armory.
changed conditions of modern life'
Father Cronin, who has held his present position since 1946, i11
Only a few more weeks re- Spain, Sweden, Thailland, Turand commended by the vast ma.
main in which to apply for a key, United Arab Republic, also the founding director of the Institute of Catholic Social Act.ion
· Jorily of physicians."
1964-65 U. S. Government g..ant United Kingdom, and Venezuela . for p1·iests and seminarians at Catholic University of Americ<~, Wash··
. Catholics have failed to recog- for graduate stu.dy· or research
General eligibility require- ington, D. C.
A native of Glenn Falls, New
nize this revolution, he added, a broad. Competition for the ments are: U. S. citizenship, a
and still believe that their views . scholarships, available to quali- bachelor's degi·ee or its equiva- York, Father Cronin attended for the best post-war use of men
of contraception reflect the moral fied graduate students under the lent in professional training, Jan- Holy Cross College and Catholic and materials.
consensus of virtually all Chris- l'ulbright-Hays Act, is admin_. - -guage ability commensu..ate with University, receiving A.B., M.A.,
Tickets for Father Cronin'11
tians.
. istered by .the Institute of Inter- the demands of ·the proposed S.T.B., and Ph.D. degrees from talk ($1.50) will be ava il<1blc ;it
It is this opinion, he said, that
national Education. ·
study project, and good health. Catholic U. He was ordained a the door Tuesday evening. A.
has led Catholics on occasion to
In addition to full grants, Preference is given to applicants pl'iest in the Society of St. Sul· question - and - discussion perind
pice in. 1932, and has distin- will follow his lecture.
tum. to the Government to sup- ·which provide round-trip trans- under 35 years of age.
guished himself as an authol' and
press contraceptive birth control portation to any one of 51 coun(See related story, page 3)
educator since that time.
·
practices, advertising and clinics, tries, as well as tuition and mainArter 14 years as a professor
as well as to oppose repeal of tenance for one academic year,
of philosophy and economics at
anti-birth control. laws in some · two other types of grant are
two Sulpician seminal'ies, F:ather
•tates,
available: Joint U. S./Other govCronin accepted his pr·esent posi·
.· "No one sroup 111&1' impese it. ~rnment grants offered cooperaXavier's freshman rifte team tion. His new duties· led him to
Plans are in thP final stagea
•tstlne&lve eredal or moral view- tively by· the U. S. (which pro- played host to the Pershing rifte tl'avel extensively to lecture on
JNtlnt throash the eleachecl fist of vides travel) _and a foreign coun- team from the Unive1·sity of social problems, and he has con- for the annual Card Pal't.v lo bs
given by the Booklovers Assnci·•
-le&islaHve lat or. sovernmental · try (which provides tuition and .J>ayton last Saturday.
ducted lecture ser·ies and shol't•
iillrective apoa - thOM of other · maintenance); and Travel-Only
A rifle match is shot from tel'm courses on social action in ation of Xavier 011 Suncla.v eve·•
ning, according to Mrs. Ervi11
faiths," ul• Father O'Brien.
awards which supplement main- thr·ee positions: prone, kneel and many cities.
Stac!ler,
General Chail'man.
"The attempt to do so is rightly tenance scholarships·awarded by stand. Ten shots are fired :from
Except for a trip to Germany
The Booklovers Association irt
resented as intolet·abl~ arrogance; a university, private donor, or each position with a 36 minute in 1951 to serve as· economics
time limit· in which to shoot all consultant to the U. S. Admin· a ·gl'Oup of mothers and wiv<'•
it· is an utterly unwarranted in• foreign government.
fringement on the Constitutional
Participating countries lnclulle 30 shots.·
isfration there, Father Cronin of students and alumni, wlwse
· As many ·as ten shooters from has confined his wor·k to the main interest is the furthe1·a11ct!
.right of others and is doomed to Argentina, Australia, Austria,
·iailur·e.
Belgium - Luxembourg, Bolivia, each team may shoot in a match,· . United States: His textbooks, of the work of Xavier Univer·•
"Its only result is the genera- . Brazil, Ceylon, Chile, China, Co- but in the ftnal scoring only the however, are used throughout sity Library; 'All pl'Occeds front
tfon of bad bloOd, bitt~r·ness, lombia, Costa Rica, Denmark, five top scores 'are taken into · the world, Father• Cronin has the card ·party will be w:ed for
authored seven books on social· the cunent library expansio11
·hatred and strife," he said.
Dominican Republic, Ecuador, · considet·ation.
The final score of the match o1• economic subjects, plus count- program.
··. The Federal Government now Finland, France, G e r m a n y ,
The party is 01>en to the pufJ..
epends less than $6 million· on Gl'eece, Guatemala, Haiti, Hon- was: Xavier 1286 - Dayton 1215. less magazine articles.
Xaviel''s top five shooters
Father Cronin holds two Papal lie and tickets may be purchasecl
research in birth control, all of duras, · Iceland, India, Iran, Ire·it basic research on reproduction, land, Israel; Italy, Japan, Korea, were: Fred Hoffman 270, Dean medals-the Benemarenti Medal at the door, according to Mr11 •
Nearly $3.2 million of these fund1 Malaya, Mexico, Nepal, Nether- Wiethe 264, Phil Wesley 258, from Pope Pius XII and the Pro . Fred H. Hartings, co-chairman.
are spent by NIH. President Ken• . lands, New Zealand, Nicaragua, Pete Muccus 248, Elmer Wahl Ecclesia ef Pontifice Medal from The special award will be a $!i011
Pope John XXIII. He also re- savings bond. Tickets on th~
·aedy, a Catholic, has not com- Notway, Pakistan, Pa n am a, 246.
The match was held in the ceived the Pabst Post-War Em- may be procured Crom Mrs. NUI
mitted the government to any Paraguay, Peru, Philippines,
ellort be.)'oDd this researcll.
Poland, Portugal, R u. m a n i a , RO'l'C rifle 1·ange in ttie Armory. ployment Award for his p1·oposal O'Connor, 661-4425.

a:

.-·'But I. Te.U Yo.u l'nt' N<>t

.'Cronin to· Address XU Forttm

Time Running Out For
U.S. Money Applicants

DaytonGu~s

Shot Down

Booklovers Plan.
Annual Klatscl1
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Pare Two

News Platform For
Progress At Xavier:
e l11cnaaed emphasis on the
t'esponsibilitu of the individual
atudent throuoh the wise administration of the principle of sub-

"Veritas Vos Liberabil"
•DITOB·lll~CRIBP •••••••• • •••••• • ••• • ••••• •• ••• •· .....rt i&.

araa,

aidiarit11.
e lmproHtnent of library reaearch facilieiea.
e Reduction of aundry costs

61 •• '19

lllAHAOllfO J:DJTOR •••••••••••• •• •••••• •• •• • •• •• • •••••• Dawtd W. Cook, 'U
:BUSINESS MANAGER •••• , •• , •.•••••••.••••.••••••.•.••.. .Jobn .Jeffre, '36
.ASSOCIATE EDITORS •••••• , •••••••••• , •. Carole Zerb11Mn, Jla BelHlaann, '16
H111b Gardiner, '65
.AISIS'l'AN'I' JIAJDM7~ J:DI'l'OBI •• , ••• , .•.•• .Jack Jlel'er, 'Ill; D. . Gardner, '17
••ORTS EDITOR ....................................... Ken Osllll•1•r. •••
COLUMNISTS, , •• , • , , , ••••••••.••••• l'red Bernstein. 'H; Dlcll: Grapenlloff, 'It
Ul'OBTEBS •• ,,,,,.,,, .Bill Keck, 61; Dick Orapenllolr, '61; Dick Helmick, 'H;
.Jolin Luts, '6•; .John ColllH, '61; Gene Connell, 'II;
And7 tnterdon•to. '&&; Tom Kitch, '61; Blll :Snm•!i 'II;
.Jolin Sclantarelll, '65; .Jer?F Stea1er 'H: Bell .i'8rt,
'67; J'lm Alerdln1, '67; Mike Amortnl, '17; .Jim B.rret.
'67· DaH Bird, '67; Jacll: Esselman, '67; 'l'. L. Ora.
nllf. '67; .Jim J'ar1en1, '67; Ton,. Lane, '67: Saa Jloore,
'67; 'rrault Sheppard, '17; CllarUe Walker, '17; .Je~
WalC.r, '17; Boll Weltr:aan, '17; 'l'ODI' Weft, '17.
l!IPOB'l'S WRI'l'Bll.S. , , , , , .••• , . , , , , , • , •••• ·•.• Pat Dunne, '66; Pete Jl11cea1, '17
CHIEF ROUSTABOUT ....• ,, • .,,.,,,,,.,,, •••.•••.••.... ··• .Nanq Bl11l118
CIRCULATION DIRECTOR •• ,,, •• ,,.,,.,,, •• , •• , ••••.. Daniel A. Jlechlq, 'GG
FACULTY ADVISOR .....•••••• , •••••••••••••••• ReY. 'l'llomaa 0 Snage, 8.6.
Publl!hed week!' d111111g the 1chool ,ear ezcepl 411rln1 ncaiton 11erlod• 117
Znler Vnlnrslt7, Hamilton Count,, Evan1ton, Cincinnati 7, Ohio, •2.00 per
Entered as aecond cl•ll matter October t, 19'8 at tile Poat Ollce at
Cincinnati, Ohio under tile Act of Karell S, 11179.

'°

students through the equitable
administration. o/ student se"'itts.
·

e More cmplaotb ora scholarahip by the additioft of meaning
to the Dean•a Liat, heretofOTe a
aometohat nr&_PfJI honor.
e Increased participation in
e x t r a - curricular p r o g r a m s
thTough the arousal of interest
by student leaders.
e Elmination o/ duplications,
wasted motion, diseoordination,
and general confusion in regis-

J'••·

Editorinl opinions expressed in this pnper are the opin.ions of the. editor~ alo!'e·
'!'he\· do not 11eces~arily ex1•rt'Sfi the opinions of the officrnls of .xa,·1er Unn·erb1ty
llor ·of the •tudent body of Xnvier tnken as a whole, unles• •pec11iully •lated.
Opinionft of rolumnii;.tfi nre entirely their o\i\·n ontl need not repre~ent the
•pinion of the editorinl bonrd or of any member thereof,

Bob Ryan

,.~

Below The Masthead

r~i:.

tration through general reform
of the s11stem.

IS HARD TIMES SINCE HURRICANE IS RATION FREE SPJCH TOOJ KIO.

e Expansion o/ campus parking facilities. -,

e Continuation of the faculty
evaluatio?I program through voluntar11 participation.

By BOB RYAN
News Editor-in-Chief
William Hansen, Jr. told reporters in Pine Bluff, Ar:kansas this
week that he doesn't expect his marriage to a young Negro woman
to be either "easy" or "normal," but added he plans to live in the
South anyway.
'Last week's Student Council Leadership remained a rhetorical one, as· no answer was
Hansen a former Xavier student and co-founder of the now- Conference was certainly .a credit .to th.ose ever gi!en. But even without ·an answer to
defunct Interracial Society here, organized and led the recent inte- students who worked to make it a success the question, it would have been more. corgrationist movement in Pine Bluff.
- for it was indeed a success in many rect to say that the theme of the ConferMonday, legal authorities in the Arkansas community questioned ways. Each of the four talks, given by Judge. enc.e was to be the place and the situation
the status of his marriage to the former Ruthie Buffington, a native Carl Weygandt, Dr; Peter Vygantas, Dean ·of the American coUege students. .
flf Stephens, Ark2nsas. In the state racially "mixed" marriages are a
Raymond McCoy, and Dr. Vytautas Beliaus- . A third major disappointment was -.the
misdemeanor punishable by a stiff fine and imprisonment. But State kas, was interesting and thought-provok- failure of Dean McCoy to keep to his subAttorney General Bruce Bennett confessed that he doesn't know
ing. The discussions and the question-a~d- ject, the role of the college .student on the
whether Hansen and his bride are subject to prosecution under the answer sessions which filled the rest of the American campus, for aU but th_e first, and
statute because they were married in their native Cincinnati on 11chedu1e were lively, heated,' and perhaps Jast tY10 . m i n u t e s. of his talk. Amusing
October 12. Bennett concludes that he must delve through the reams even more stimulating.· And ·a very worth- though his remarks were concerning. those
fl! legal decisions before deciding what action to take in order that ·
whiJe addition to the program-one which Deluded - Conservative - Radicals - Who justice be served.
deserves to be continued in future Confer- Dare - To - Emote - Vociferously - And Meanwhile, Hansen and his 20-year-old wife have resolved to
ences-was the panel discussion by the stu- Negatively - Concerning - Things - About continue their integration endeavors in Pine Bluff until January,
dent body presidents who attended.
Which - They- Know - Little -And - Hencewhen they plan to return to the Queen City and enroll in the.
There
were,
however,
three
disappointing
Sh~m1d - Trust - Their - Elected ,,; Repres~n
University of Cincinnati.
things
about
the
Conference.
The
m_ost
imtatlves
- In - Congress ~ And - T~e - White
Mrs. Hansen received a fellowship to Washington University,
St. Louis, earlier this year, but it was rescinded after she was ex- mediately noticeable of these was the size House - Such - ~s - Na~1o~al - Polley - The pelled from Arkansas A & M for participating in a sit-in demon- - of the audience-and in particular, the num- UN: And - Foreign - Aid, it s~emed as .1f the
ber of Xavier students who attended. While audience would have appreciated a d1scus:stration.
•
•
•
came from UC, UD, OLC, the sion somew~at m.ore germane to the anflelegates
SENATOR JOHN TOWER, (R., Texas), remarked to a Tyler
Mount Good Sam Wilberforce· and Villa nounced topic. It is unfortunate that Dean
.Junior Colle&"e audience that Soviet Premier Khrushchev "is smarter
Madon~a it seem~d that ther~ were few McCoy did not spend a bit more time than
on a fifth of vodka than most of our State Department ~ sober."
more Mu~kies present than the· 30 Mounties he did on this reaJJy rather interesting subSpeaking to a packed house at a meeting sponsored by the
who attended.
ject, considering its somewhat central imachool's student senate, Tower said· that "co-existence is impossible
Secondly,
it
may
well
be
argued
that
th~ portance in this particular Conference.
with a nation bent on our destruction." Adding that .he does not
Despite those few individual points which
advocate war, the former political science professor stat.ed: "Power Conference dealt only with abstractions and
doesn't mean a thing if you're not willing to use it. We must be generalities. One prominent Xavier senior needed improvement, however, it must ~e
ready and willing to use our military might and convince the was heard to complain that, while a certain said that this year's Student Council Leadamount of valuable thought had been stim- ership Conference has issued a very real
Russians we will.
ulated, "there was absolutely nothing con- challenge to those junfors who wiJI be ~n
"I! this nation shrinks from the brink of war," Tower said, "the
deavoring to make next year's a better one:
:Russians might be convinced we are weak and alraid. Khrushchev crete said the entire two days."
In
any
case,
it
must
be
said
that
the
quesa
challenge which they must overcome in
is a wicked and evil man - but he is no fool."

A Lead

•

•

•

MADAME NGO DINH NHU, South Vietnam's "Dragon Lady,"
complained to Northwestern University newsmen last week that
"certain people in the United States administration seem to think
they can do anything because they have the money. But we need
more than money - we need the confidence of the people. Vietnam
is Kennedy's best card," she said. "I don't know why he wants to
throw it away."
As she spoke, 20 Vietnamese students picketed outside her hotel
with signs reading: "Go Bar-B-Q Yourself."

•

•

•

A DIFFERENT TYPE OF DEMONSTRATION-an "All-Purpose
Protest March"- was held on the Columbia Ualveniiy campus last
week. Included in the parade were pickets carrying si1ns. declaring
"Love Without Fear," "Help Stamp Out Flaming .Ducks," "Shame."
· Tile raUy ended alter spc!akers cried out for reforms to be
effected "with the ·speed· that the quick brown lox jumps over the
:kizy red hen" and the entire ensemble ch•nted to:bu1le accompaniment: "We Shall Overrun."
·

• • •

UNIVERSITY OF DAYTON SENIOR TIM HOGAN may ban
eome up with an explanation for the "Birds-Bees-Booze" coritroYersy currently enjoyin1 a belated expiration on local C?ampuses.
Followin1 extensive psycholo1ical research, Jio1an' has gone Freud
one better and hypothesized "The Oral-Renal- Syndrome," manifested by a "fixation or regression· to a developmenUll period interP<>si ted between the oral and anal libidinal. stages.''
Accordins to the theory, "oral and renal activities often bffome
intermingled throulh a conditioned learning process whereby .one is
assoei•ted with the other to such a degree that they are iMeparable."
The result, Ho1•n Nys, is alcoholism.
Hotan, who studied ·at Xavier durin1 the summer, ii •lso Yieelounder of· the science of "J16YchoSYnecoloo," &be behavioral· .tud7

9' woman.
~o11ucld

• • •

To Follow

tion "What is a student?" which had been some areas, but which they will find diffiannounced as the theme of the Conference, cult to meet in most.
-D. W. C.

A~

Example

• • •

To Avoid

What will our exchange editor come up council still in existence. Others are happy
with next? In the Loyola (Chicago) News' if what is gently called misappropriation
first issue, a staffman laments over their diverts no more than 10 percent of the total
student government (patterned after that receipts. A few, Jike Loyola-and is Loyola
dubious mode,I, the Illinois .State Legislature) alone on this score?-count it a salutary
which isn't very odd: student councils every- challenge to ope1·ate without benefit of a
where afford newspapers· myriad column- constitution.
inches of everything from satire to financial
All these foibles democracy is liable to
reports. But this particular staftman raises could occur· just as well at Xavier as anya hesitant yet very &ermane question -:- where else. They are, in abort; the examples
Do we have a council! It seems Loyola s to avoid, examples that are perhaps. too
atudent body, enamored of change, went to close to us at timet1, for us to recognize them
the e:streme of abrogating their old consti• · Jn our own council. The bewigged Gbanan
tutlons before bothering to ratify any new who prefers to use the British mace on 1118
one acceptable to all. So Loyoll Is now ·the opponents' heads Is as much a travesty of
proud possessor of ~ student council u legit- democracy as any glad-bander dorm-mate
imate u Cromwell s rump parliament, and who 111ides through Ive motions before t11e
about as etrective.
.
.
2 :20 bell•.
While this cann9t be but a111uslng to someSo the e:s:change Ile may afford us one
one on the outside, we imagine that it ii
·'
..
.
causing the people elected to non-existent of the more ludicrous eumples of student
omces more than a little concern-to say government tumed misgovernment: it i11 the
nothing of the demoralizing picture it must possibility of incompetence or malfeasanee
present to the student body. But this par- in our student council, however quiet, friend-.
tlcular situation is only an extreme of what ly or even Jovial the perpetrators, that we
ean happen to any student government, or- must be alert for. Nobody who was a. botela
ganized with intentions however good.
or a fraud ever survived a New England
For It sometimes appears that student town meeting when enough watchdoggbl&
council administrations com;ider it a triumph tbwn11people showed up.
If they ean go· out of omce wijh. student ~ow tbere'a an e:AIDJt)e ·to followl

CINCINNATI, OHIO, FllDAY, NOVEMIEI 15, 19'3

Letfers::to the Editor

Acquiescent Sanctity: Is . The Highway
To Heaven Best Traveled With Atomic Propulsion?

Dear Editor:
What an interesting visitor
Dea1· Sir:
of XU's opposing teams, TWU Xavier University is going to
Last Saturday night I parted coach didn't make it! There was have on Tuesday, Nov. 19-Rev·
with 50 cents in hopes of getting not one mention in the "ad-book" erend John F. Cronin! If I am
a football program. I was taken! of the location of TWU. On page not mistaken, this is the same
My main reason for buying the 33 was a political ad for an elec- man who raised a storm of conprogram was to find out some· tion that was decided five days troversy Jast year when he threw
v er b a l thunderbolts at right·
thing about Xavier's opponent; before the game.
wing anti-communists every.
TexasWestem. I thumbed through
If Jack Cherry is the sports in·
where. This is the same man
the 78 pages of· ads only to find
formation director, I suggest he who wrote "Communism: Threat
Texas Western mentioned on the
cover and on two pages with produce a little more informa- to· Freedom," in which one altion and a little less advertising, most learns more about the nasonly the line-up.
tiness of anti-communism than
On page 12 are head coaches
Mike Dickter, '64.
that of Communism itself!
On page 36 of his work, Father
Cronin tells you how to smell
Dear Sir:
Michigan and v a r i o u s oth~r out an "extremist": 1) wild exAfter looking at the Xavier states, it will be a very incon- aggeration of the number of
University Calendar, I was quite venient task to travel on New Communists, 2) charging that a
happy in seeing how our holi· Year's Day. This Day is con- · Communist take-over is at hand,
days are arranged. But to the sidered by some as ' ' L i t t l e 3) connecting Communism with
·unpopular soc i a 1 philosophies,
fact i·egarding our Christmas va- Christmas."
cation. Christmas is the time to
Needless to say, it will take at and 4) using Communism to
be spent at home with the fam· least 24 hours to recuperate from attack groups not favo1·ed.
One such group to which Faily. It was very considerate of the New Year's Eve Celebration.
the ones who made up this cal·
To me, it would be much more ther Cronin has given a terrific
endar to give the students an logical for one to s t a r t his roasting is the Cardinal Mind·
early start on this specific sea• Christmas vacation a day later szenty Foundation. In February
tlon.
and therefore return a day or 1962 Father Cronin publicly attacked the Foundation as a fiBut why may I ask are we re- two later.
nancial
racket.
41uested to return on the 2nd or
Sincerely yours,
A financial racket? This Foun.January? For the student who
Gregory Graff,
dation is headed by 12 Catholic
ltves in New ~ersey, Wisconsin,
Class of '66.
priests and four bishops, includ·
ing three who have been exiled
from China by the Communists:
B i s h op s O'Gara, O'Shea, and
wittingly, crushed all diatribes
Dear Sir:
Kowalski. A financial racket?
Truly all honest and patriotic aimed at destroying this glorious
Miss Eleanor Schlafly, Executive
members of this University com- University's high id ea 1 s of
Secretary of t h is Foundation,
munity. must applaud the coun- ''Truth, Justice and the Ameri·
9els of the most noted Mr. George can Way.'' Therefore, we ought once wrote me: "We are a non·
Helmholtz in the October 11, to ponder well upon his inspiring profit organizatiol)."
Also on page 38 of his book,
1863, edition of your paper.
words and caution ourselves
No one who is held by true against any outbursts: :for, it Father Cronin really I o es to
devotions of piety can dG more might be, ultimately, construed , town ridiculing the efforts of the
ttian CODll'atulate 11G inspired a to be an outburst against Holy "extremlst.s" to be knowledgewriter.
Religion and Divine· Faith, such able. He says: "They are most
How oft have we not heard sacrilege not being able to be ettective when they can quote
·'those disturbing and shockinc long ·endured by religious souls. experts to bolster their cause. In
charges · Of "dictatorialism upon
. It is, then, to Mr. Helmholtz .Gme cases, the experts are real·
the pa-rt of black-robed statues that I uree all to give thanks and ly informed. For example • • •
Oil Sixteenth-centuey ultramon- I do BO myself through this most J. Edgar Hoover." I find it fascinating to observe how the Car·
tanism" laid a1ainst the admis• · humble means.
d In a I Mindszenty Foundation
trators of this lllost noble insti, ·Dictated to
tution, such tirades in literary
Thomas G. Moser ('66) uses expert J. Edgar Hoover to
refute Father Cronin:
by
form coming forth from even
Cronin: "By ear 1 y 1962, the
this very paper
S. J. Croust, un fou avec
Communist Party, U.S.A., has
Yet again, how often have de·
"un coeur simple.''
been drastically weakened. It
Yout souls been greatly horrified
has lost. members by the thouby the b 1 a z on statements of
sands and finds it difficult to
many of the learned of the. stu· rec1·uit new members."
dent body who would even ques·
Hoover: "The success of these
tion such basic scholastic guards
as Closed Shelves in the library
After finishing my two-year and other programs which the
and minor controls upon the ac· novitiate in the Society of Jesus, Communists have d i r e c t e d
tivities of the students both on . I have found my· old interest in against American. young people
and off our campus?
Xavier waxing strongly a g a i n, can be measured by the enthusiAnd further, how many times
asm ot top party officials who
thanks to this year's News. May
have Christian and God-fearing
predicted several weeks ago that
I congratulate you on your pro•
men been troubled by the confessional. quality and your pro• 1,000 youths could be recruited
tinuous challenges of those who
as party members before the end ·
wrongly believe that there is no vocative view into the problems of the year."
of
Xavier
life.
fntellectual life within our midst
Cronin: "The Communist Par·
The editorial guns of the News ty here is weak .. , it is fight·
and .who even dare to burden
that most noble and Divinely• lll!em to be focused more sharply ing for its very existence."
.righted . Society with such fal· on. campus problems than they
Hoover: "The d a n g e r and
were when I attended Xavier wiles of Communism cannot be
Jacious acsusations?
Thus it is, dear sir, that the two years ago. At the same time, measured s o 1 e I y by shrunken
fllusbfous Mr. Helmholtz has your editorials p o i n t towards rolls of actual party member·
through his article, although un- s er i o u s thinking on universal ship.''
terms by your readers. The ed·
Cronin: "If they can gather a
itorial page should be the main · hundred persons at one of their
forte of a paper and you have propaganda meetings, they are
accomplished this in the case of · doing their very best."
the News;
Hoover: "On one c a m p u s
Lest the sports side of. the staff alone, a crowd of nearly 12,000
Dear Sir:
Your editorial on the situation feel 'slighted, my compliments to turned out to hear the pal'ty's
In Vietnam was excellent and Sports Editor Ken Czillinger. Af· g e n e r a J secretary, ex-convid
most timely. Now that the Ken• ter a couple of early issues, I was Gus Hall." (All Hoover quotes
nedy a d m I n i s tr a t i o n has wondering w h i c h part of the from his speech before the na''dropped the ball" again, we country Ken was writing for; his tional convention of the Amerwonder if our recovery of the recent columns, especially the ican Legion, Las Vegas, 10/9/62,)
On page 32 of Father Cronin's
situation will be more success· one on the Miami game, have me
·ful than our half-hearted at• hoping for the same fine inside work, we have a real lulu: "By
coverage during the basketball the end of 1950, most of the ii·
tempts in Laos and Cuba.
lusions concerning communism,
• Of· course, the opposing team season.
led by Yu No Hu is more ex•
While on the subject of com- both domestic and worldwide,
perienced in this intricate play. pliments, can I squeeze in a had vanished •••. Speakers and
Let us hope that our coach will
word . to the class of '63? Con- writers ..• are vigorously fight·
act with more "vigah" in the srats for a wonderful scholastic ing problems that were mostly
next away-from-home game.
record, a fine Musketeer year• solved by 1950.''
~
~
Sincerely,
And yeti~ was tong after 1950
book (as fine as there ever could
have been), and a continue.d rise · t h a t the Communist.,inspired
Gail Elbert;,
San Francisco riots took place.
in qualit,f for the Athenaeum.
Pat Ellis,
It was long after 1950 that the
Respectfully yours,
1181)' Emil!e Koch,
Michael ·Harmon, S.J., terrilic propalanda campaign for
.Joanne Vetter,
Cutro unfolded in our countr7.
llilford Novitiate,
II&; St, .J'OlePh Colleleo

Dickter 'T~ken' By Cherry Error

More Time For Recuperation Needed

Helmholtz Applauded by Pious Patriot

'Jesuit Hails News
Editorials, Sports

Four Mounties
Change The Topic.

1

•

Pare Three

It was long after 1950 that the
Supreme Court (Cole v. Young
case) ruled that regulations to
keep· security risks from work·
ing on defense contracts could
not be enforced.
It was Jong after 1950 that a
pair of homosexuals, B er no n
Mitchell a n d William Martin,
defected from the National Se·
curity Agency.
It was long after 1950 that
Ambassador Hill testified under
oath that his warnings about
C a s t r o were prevented from
reaching top government officials
by State Department employees.
And it is in this very year that
the F.B.r. five times arrested
traitors in different instances for
handing over classified information to Communists.
And it was just last week that
Otto Otepka was fired by the
State Department for collaborating with the Senate Internal Se·
curity subcommittee.
Even worse is the Cronin formula for fighting Communism.
On page 59 we get: "Devote all
your strength and e n erg y, in
conceit with your fellow Amer•
icans, to building national unit.y.
• • . Practice your religion, and
make it a vital force . • . . Be a
man of integrity . , . and we
shall not fear what the Communists plot and scheme against
us.''
(In other words, Communism
is n o t h i n g more than a war
against sin-like the 90th Psalm,
where the angels shall bear thee
up lest thou dash thy foot against
a stone! Just say your prayers
and you will have a swift pas·
sage to holy glory after the Com·
munists blow y o u r brains out
with a bomb. Is that not actually
a kind of moral laziness?)

On page 50, Father C r o n i n
writes: "The truth of the matter
is that there is very little ttiat
the average citizen can do about
C ~mm uni s m.'' (Rock-a-bye,
baby, boys!)
All this explains why I hope
that Xavier students will be able
to supplement their exposure to
Father Cronin by additional approaches. So help me, Mr. Editor,
I have read my eyes out on hundreds of books about Communism. So far I have seen nothing
more punchy on this subject
than the textbook that Dr. Joe
Link uses in his Communism
courses at Xavier. I am a stu·
dent of Dr. Link any old day and
I admire his chc.icc: W. Cleon
Skousen's "The Naked Communist."
Even if a student is so dumb
that he learns no th in g about
Communism in all his Xavier
years, the least he could do is to
quit thinking the way Communists want us to think. Try page
259 of Skousen where we have a
long list of Commie lines and ob·
jectives: talk coexistence, learn
how to surrender, ban the bomb,
discredit the F.B.I., get rid ol
loyalty oaths, talk separation of
church and state, abolish prayers
in schools.
And, mind you, some ot these
objectives remind me of Xavier!:
show movies against the House
Committee on Un-American Ac•
tivities, control the student as•
sociations, don't salute the flag,
inject sex and booze.
Best wishes for the Social Con•
science in the '60's and for a
continually improving newspa•
per.
Martin M. Schwan, BSBA '8S,
558 Maine Avenue,
l't. Thomas, Kentucky.

The Trialogue Of ·Plodus
Dear Sir:
Dramatis Personae
Socratease
Master !Heary
Phaedra
Setting-It Don't Matter
Soc: Good morrow, notabl~
strumpet!
Ph: Good morrow, Socralease.
(Trumpets flourish and alarum
from within)
Soc: Hark, here cometh the
· vender of fine ports.
Ph: Good morrow, M_a st er
Bleary .
Mas. B: What, you egg?
Soc: What libations proferrest
thou today?
Mas. B: Thinketh thou, Socra•
tease, of naught else?
Soc: What meaneth thou, Mas•
ter Bleary? Have I not recourse
also the second of the two great·
est goods: Midnight trysts. (He
winks lewdly at Phaedra). For
hasn't our master Murphnitz
said sex and booze to· be the
greatest of all the goods.
Mas. B: That's true, but he is
obviously i m bu e d with Mid·
Sussex immaturity and insip·
idity! What concerneth a gentle·
man more are those most poignant queries concerning God and
the immortality of the soul. (He
looks lovingly at the heavens.
Soc. sneaks a pinch at Phaedra.)
Ph: Oh, thou abysmal fop!
Burncst thou the _midnight oil
over such trivia as this?
Soc: 0 notable wretch! ·Oh
boorish buffoon! Oh rancid rum·

my! Has not our Master Roman•
ostatle, the 1reatest of an th•
parapelegics, often on Mt. Olym•
pus, sung the praise of sex and
bOoze to the gods?
Ph: Yea, what sayest thou te
that, Master Bleary?
Mas. B: Humph!
Soc: And has not that paragon
of the ages Romitaquinas often
complained from tablus primus
in Sooth Hall against those vile
misusers of· ethereal rot?
Ph: Yea, Master Bleary, goest
thou against such wisdom aa
this, having tried it not?
Mas. B: Aargh!
(Mas. B. eyes glaze and nostrils ftare , • • he tugs at his
lower lip in despair . , • Phaedra
cops a pinch at Soc.)
Mas. B: (sputtering) But what
about the immateriality of the
intellect?
Soc: (firmly) Sophis~ry an•
illusion!
Mas. B: (gesticulating wildly)·
But what about God and the
immortality of the soul?
Ph: Rubbish!
Mas. B: (groveling in the dust)'
But what about religion and the
rise of Western Culture?
Soc: (still firm) Swine dungf
Mas. B: (still groveling) But
what about ... but what about .•
(Phaedrl1 sneaks a pinch M
Master Bleary)
CURTAIN
Murphy the Obscure
Romito the Lesser
.Romanos the Condemned

Summa Contra 'Summa Pro'
Dea1· Sir:
As someone recently arrived
at Xavier, it strikes me as a
sad commentary on the attitude
of the student body and somehow
of the school itself that there
should be p u b 1 i s h e d In the
school's newspaper an encomium
of sex and booze, even if written
a joke. I am referring to
''Summa . P. r.o Dialecticu11 ad

as

Absurdum" on Page 3 of November 2nd's issue.
Granted, It wasn't serious. But
it was in very bad t a s t e • l
thought Catholic schools were
supposed to be trying to produe9
gentlemen.
Sincerely,
George A. Blair,
Department o£
Philosophy.
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Mainer Sets Record

XU SWAMPS TEXAS MINERS

How Sweet It Is!
Wally Bryniarski (14) was one of many seniors who were carried
flff the field last Saturday night after XU's 24-0 rout of Texas Western.
Jubilant sophomores and juniors gave the seniors 'the "big boost."
Thirteen Xavier seniors played their final home game last weekend.
Paul Kenny, Bill Eastlake, Mitch Dudek, Jim Kain, and Ed Smith
are the Musketeers seen in this photo.
-News (Wolter) I'holt1.

Muskies In Detroit .For ··
Friday Game With Titans
.

.

Coach Ed Biles is not antici- over 1he Titans at Xavier Stapating an easy game for the <lium in I962.
Musketeers when they clash toThe Muskies fell behind to
JJight with the Detroit Titans.
Jerry Gross and company by a
Kickoff 1im.e in Titan Stadium count of I4-0 at the end of the
is set for 8:15 p.m.
first period. X rallied and nar"This is :Qef.roit's homecoming rowed the gap to I4-IO at halfl(ame and, by beating Xavier, time.
they can salvage some glory from
Both teams added a touchdown
an otherwise dismal season." ·in the third quarter. Detroit was
Biles {1ttered this caution ·to his on tl)p, 20-I 7, as the final I5 min··
·
players immediately after XU utes began.·
had shut out Texas Western last .. · The lone tally of the last period
Saturday.
provided X with the victory. Ed
After his comments, a chant of Smith ripped 29 yards on a trap
"'Beat Detroit" echoed throughout . play, George Potts l'!onverted and
the Xavier dressing room.
the Muskies won, 24-20;
Despite the fact that the Titans
Xavier has never beaten Depossess a poor I-6-I record, the
Musketeers ought to have no t.roit in the Motor City .. So the
Muskies have something to shoot
gympathy for UD.
Not until last season did Xavier for tonight, too.
)lost its first-ever football vicDetroit has bowed to BowJing
tory over Detroit. The Titans won Green, 27-I4; to Boston College,
the initial six games of the series 20-I2; to Kentucky, 35-I8; to
which commenced in I_9;J6.
Cincinnati, .35-0; to Houston, 55XU had to put on an amazing 18; and last week toppled at the
•ally to earn an uphill 24-20 win hands of Villanova, 28-I4.
0

By PETE MUCE!IS
••Xavier's first play took us by
eomplete surprise," stated Texas
Western Coach Harper after the
game.
Coach Ed Biles of Xavier, referring to the same play said,
••we pract.iced it all week; it
1ave us great momentum."
This momentum carried the
Muskies to a solid, well-played
24-0 win-over the Miners.
The much-discussed first play .
was set up by Xavier's team setting up its huddle 20 yards to
the left of the ball. The team
lined up 20 yards ~ the left of
the ball, all except quarterback
Joe Wyzkoski who slowly walked
over to where the ball was.
He picked the ball up while
Texas Western was still in its
defensive huddle and tossed it to
Walt Mainer who was in his
halfback position behind the line.
Mainer took off with the line in
front of him as downfield blockers. Mainer ran 77 yards for the
score.
Dankel converted and the score
-with 35 seconds gone, was X
7-TW o.....
Texas received Dankel's kickoff
but couldn't move the ball.
Parson's punt was returned by
Mainer IO yards to the X 44.
Xavier moved the ball 56 yards
in I I plays with Wyzowski going
over right tackle for seven yards
and the score.
Dankel converted. The score,
with eight minutes left in the
first quarter, was X· I4-TW 0.
The remaining eight minutes of
the quarter were occupied by an·
_exchange of punts and fumble
recoveries.
The second quarter play featured the two defensive units.
The only score came on .Ray
Dankel's first successful field goal
in .seven tries. His kick covered
25 yards.
Halftime score read: X 17TW O•
The second half saw the ba11
change hands 16 times. Xavier
recovered two Texas fumbles but
could not take advantage of them.
T h e deepest penetration of
Texas took place in the third
quarter.
They advanced to the :X 27yard line where their fumble was
recovered by Xavier's Ed Smith.
There was no scoring in the
third quarter.

.Bobcats Fall, 19-13

Williams J\11d Abramowicz Sink OU
Xavier's freshmen climaxed Barrett.
Guye finished the season with a
their five-game season with a
Guye's kick for the conversion perfect conversion attempt.
19-13 victory over the Ohio Uni- failed. The score in the opening
Ohio's second score came. on
versity Bobkittens. Four days minutes of the fourth <Jtiarter another Koslow to Nardo pass for
earlier the Kentucky Wildcats was X I2-0U 0.
I4 yards. Urbano's conversion atcapitalized on Frosh mistakes to
Ohio scored on a Koslov to tempt failed. The final score, X•egister a 27-0 win,
Nardo pass that covered 40 yards. 19-0U I3.
The Kentucky Wildcats used
The Frosh scored first in the . Urbano's conversion attempt was
()hio game via the much-used good. The score now stood at X 12 strong running backs Frank Antonini, Dan Danko, and Joe David
· aerial combination of Carroll -OU7.
Xavier's last score of the season Smith to punish the X defense.
Williams to Dan Abramowicz.
The roll-out pass play was good _ came on a Williams to Abramo- . The Xavier offense rolled up 240
wicz pass that covered 19 yards. yards but just could not score.
for 35 yards· and the score.
Ray Guye's conversion attempt
·..,as wide arid low to the left.
This was the only 'score in the
first half, although Ohio did reach
the one yard Jirie once. However,
t)!e defense caused halfback Walt .
For . our E.,tlng
Lyons to fumble, and it was re•
JIOBWOOD
covered by X tackle Bill Young. · U2Z l\IONTGOMEBY BOAD.

·.zINO'S

The last quarter ~w the last
of the Muskie's scores at home.·
Jt was a 65-yard punt return.
Parson's punt was taken by
Pete Boylan at the X 36, who
criss-crossed with and handed·
off to Terry Brown at the :X 35 •.
Brown raced 85 yards down the
sideline for the TD.
Two sophomores, Joe Coyle and_

Halftime score was Xavier 6 ·
.-Ohio University 0,
The balance of the scoring oceurred in the fourth quarter,
.Xavier's offense rolled up a
:head of steam in the fourth
Btanza to account for what proved
to be the winning points.
Williams. ran around left end
from the three to climax an 80;yard march which featured the
nnnin8 ·of Mick Foster and Jim

An exuberant Coach Biles after
the game said, "I am migb~
proud of the team. The defense
did a wonderful job. The entire
team had the desire and spirit
to win. They deserved to win;•

THE SPORTS NEWS
Mike Wirth, sprung Brown with
Concerning Mainer's record, be·
excellent downfield blocks at the had this to say, "Walt worked
Xavier 40.
hard and deserved the record.,.
Dankel's conversion was good.
Coach Biles described the Min.
The final score was X 24-TW O. ers as "a typical Texas· team, a
Walt Mainer broke the record good solid-hitting football team."
of most yards gained in one game
Coach Harper of Texas had·
with an 8-yard jaunt in the clos- · t:his to say about Xavier's Muskeing minutes of the game.
teers: "You have a fine bunch oi
The old record was set by Bob kids on the team and an enthusiFinnell in 1951. It was I87 yards. astic ~udent body.''

ERASE WITHOUT A TRACE
ON EATON'S CORRASABLE BOND
.. Typi11g error~ never show on .Corrisable. The special sur.
·face of this paper makes it possible to erase without a
'.trace-with just an ordinary pencil eraser. Results: clean1looking, perfectly typed papers. Next time you sit down
lat the keyboard, make no mistake-type on Corrisablel
Your choice of · Corriisable in
·light, medium, heavy weights and
;onion Skin. In handy 100.
:sheet packets and 500.sheea
·l>oxes. Only F.aton makes
··Corrisable,
1A Berkshire Tniewrlt~ Paper

GENTRY· SHOP
-Prediction:
Xavier 35, Detroit 0

Under the jacket there•s a
..ta·le" of a shirt ~ •• and our
story mentions button-down.
tab; stripes and solids.

PIZZA :c:ARRY-OUT
'17

Mainer gained 192 yards, which
was more than the entire offensive yardage of Texas Westera
~ 187.
,

'Price 5.50

Pleasure?

Phone 831·8250
Open Dallr ll:H A.M.· ..:...· Sa&ardar and SIUHl&r l:M •.M.

e
e
e

PLAIN .. , · · "
e MANGOES
PEPPERONI
e. ANCHOVID
SAUSAGE
e BACON
e MUSHROOMS

All Ingredients Processed Jn Our Own Kitchen
Made Fresh Dally - No&. Pre-Baked - No& Frosen
COMPLETE LINE OF ITALIAN SANDWICHES
Sitasbet&I • Maearonl • Ravioli Cooked To Ordew
CALL FOK FAST .J'JCK·UP SEKVICB
Dellverr Servlee Oa ·ts.ff Or More To AU ..,.,......_

·s··.
8HQPI

H& ....toD •• o...n.

.·

Center . .

eilletnnatt, Olde

0 .... A ITVDm mrAUa ACICIOVft

-

-

P:t:!C Five
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KEN'S KORNER
bJ' Ken Callllnser,- NEWS Sports E~itor

·· l!JHOOTING FOR NUMBER FIVE • • . Ed Biles and his spirited
group of Musketeers will put their four-game win streak on the
line tonight at Detroit. The Muskies are currently sporting their
longest victory string since the 1955 season.
· · Jn '55 Xavier finished its season with a five-game winning streak.·
XU clowned Dayton, 12-0; Youngstown, 26-0; Boston College, 19-12;
Great Lakes Navy, 13-0; and Marshall, 21-0.
XU stretched that streak to seven in a row with triumphs ovel'·
St. Joseph's (Ind.) ana Marshall lo start the 1956 campaign. Miami's
Redskins snapped the skein of wins by clowning X, 14-7, in the
third game of the '56 season.
·
The Muskies have also posted three straight shutouts l!nd have
zeroed the enemy for 13 con::.ecutive quarters. The last · time a
.'.Xavier grid team had three straight shutouts was _in 1951, when .
the .Musketeers had an undefeated year, winding up 9-0-1.
·
: Jn 1941 XU. held opponents scoreless four contests. in a row. St.
Louis, Niagra, Dayton and Providence were the victims. The all-·
time Xavier mark for consecutive shutouts is 6. The 1920 team
whltewashed six of its eight. opponents,
. TITANS HAVE TOPNOTCH RUSHER •.• Detroit may have
one of the. worst records in the nation, but the Titans do possess
one of the leading runners in the country. In fact Detroit's Fred
Beier ranks second only to Auburn's Jimmy Sidle in rushing yardage. Beier has gained 712 yards in 8 games. He will give the
Muskies rugged defensive Jine a real test tonight.
WE SALUTE .•. Congratulations to Walt Mainer for his recordl!hattering performance last Saturday night. What makes the mark
even more rewarding is that Mainer is only a sophomore.
A tip of the hat to Irv Etler and the XU frosh who closed their
1963 season with a 19-13 win over the Ohio U. yearlings.
The frosh were hurt by injuries early in the campaign, but
they were always in there fighting. Etler's squad did. a much mo1·e
impressive job against Kentucky's highly,.rated frosh team than the
27-0 score indicates. More on Etier and the frosh next week.
THOMAS CONTINUES BRILLIANT PLAY .•• Steve Thomas,
junior guard from Roger Bacon high, continued his sensational preseason basketball performances last Friday afternoon by pouring
in 46 points in 30 minutes of play. Thomas swished through 15 of
24 field goal tries and canned 16 of 17 from the foul line.
Jn last week's scrimmages the varsity smothered the frosh,
96-66. The varsity's number one team outscored the frosh, 56-32, in
the'first 2(} minutes. In the final half the varsity second team tallied
40 :points to the yearlings' 34. In a JO-minute varsity scrimmage
the regulars swamped the second team, 42-21.
JOE GEIGER also did a great job for the varsity. J:oe made a
fantastic 14 out Of 14 from the field and added 5 Of 6 fo~l tosses
for· 33 points;
CORRECTIONS • , • Last week in the News we said that the
Texas Western .game was X's first against a football eleven from
Te~as. Thls ·isn't true. in 1939 St. Mary's of Texas edged XU, 6-0.
Bill Sullivan was not included among the list of seniors that we
J>ublished. "SuUy" is listed in the foo~baU program, in the XU
brochure a~d on the depth chart as a junior. Su1Jivan was among
those seniors who played their home finale against Texas Western.

Roundball Rumpus
Skeptics Get Reserved Seats
As Ruberg Goes Positivist
By FRED IRWIN
JC you happened to wander fn-

to the gym last Friday during the
varsity scrimmage, the first thing
that would have caught your eye
would have been a sign saying:
"He Who Does Not Believe-The
12th Man." It is tied onto a chair·
that is situated in the center of
the court on the far side of the
fieldhouse.
It is for that "particular ballplayer" on ·the team ·that "Does
Not Believe." Be1ieve in what?
you may ask. Depending· upon
the individual, it may stand for
many things. He may not believe
in the coach, in the team, in his
goals, in the purpose for a rugged
practice, or, even worse, in himself. Here he will sit; not for just
one hour, but for several days.
While his teammates fight to attain their goals, here he· will sit,
attaining his goal which he has
set for himself.
I feel that the plsyers have arrived at the conclusion that it is
better to work for Ruberg than
against him - in regard to his
rules. A few of the player~ decided to stretch the rule and are
paying dearly for it. Some of
these rules are:
• Lights out wm be at 10:30
p.m.
• Everyone will rise at 7:30

e Friday and Saturday nights,
cu1·few will be at midnight.
• varsit.y will hold study hour
from 8 to 10 p.m. each night.

The punishment is usua1ly
"line dut.y.'' What this consists of
is that after practice is over, ~he
offenders must perform· certain
movements at the blow of a whis-

tle-the object is to bring the
player to n state of fat!3ue after
five minutes. I\·e tried it and I
can see why the players dread it.
Coach Ruberg has given hi•
players a motto to work by: "Sacrifice, Positive Thinking, and
Stretching."

·-'

He goes on to say in his "bible":
"We'il prnctice and play until it
hurts, and then some more until
we're in pain, and stil1 some more
until we're in agony that's
when we'll break records and become National Champions! Let
other teams give in, but never
Xavier.''

Drink the milk
with the delicious
difference in
taste .. ~

R.m,

DA.NC ING
EVERY SUNDAY NIGHT
ST. BERNARD EAGLES HALL
4815 TOWER AVE.
ST. BERNARD .
281-9415
MUSIC IY SHADES OF ILUE

l·~riends

of Xavier Meel At

Dana Gardens .
1832 Dana Avenue

FINE FOOD AND DRINKS
'l'he Da~l Dela11ys

it's
invisible,
/

man!

'It's incredibte, incomparable, infallible! Code 10 for men, the new
"kind of hairdressing from CoJgate·Palmolive. The new i~visible way
to grQ<>m a man's hair an day. Non-greasy Code 10 disappe~ in !our
hair, gives it. the clean, manly look that inftames women, 1nfur1ates
fnferlor men. Be in.
Get the non-greasy
Jiairdressing,Code10.
.Jt'• invisible, maal

':,_ short walk is good for JOU. But when you re~llj.
\iwant to travel you can't beat Greyhound for 101n1,
places at lowest cost. In fact Greyhound costs les•
than trains, planes ordrivingyourself. For economy~
~ GREYHOUND.••• AND LEAVE THE DRIVING TO U '
Mo othlr form of public trensportatlon hes fe...- so low. For u1mple:
CHICACO
· PITISIUICH •
o.it W., $9.70, lou•• trip $17.50 One WIJ $10.55, Round trip $19.00
INDIANAPOLIS
PHILADELPHIA .
O.. .., $3.95, ROllM hip $7.15 One wi, $20.05., Rou•d trip $36.10
CLEVELAND
NEW YOIK
O.. war, $7.IO, Rot1n• trip $14.0S One WIJ $23.00, Round trip $41.40
LEXINCTON
HUNTINCTON
· 0.. _, $UO, Rot111• trif $UO One war $5.05, Round trip $9.10
LOUISVILLE
Ole .,., $J.75, IHINI tr9 S'.75 _ 5.t• • SJUMOl'e Stt. · 721-6000

. I

l°ACGAOE 1 y911-ce~ take mott with Jieu "iii 9trtrhttllW, 11 lletf •••ltr Hnd laundry or ~xiii
Nll•I• f f ~ht1d. ., Orerhound , ..., .. 1111~· II'• there 111 1M1u11 end co111 rou ess.
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Two Faculty Promotions Announced

Dick Grupenhoff

Current and Choice
One of the brightest moments and one of the finest acoustical
of my short history as an enter- theaters he's worked in. He also
tainment writer came last week. discussed Shakespeare enthusiWith the assistance of Mr. Cecil astically, citing his popularity due
Hale, communication arts _in- primarily to his great insight inthe human soul and his ability
structor here at X a v i e r and
drama and speech instructor at
Mount St. Joseph, we were able
to meet and talk to Basil Rathbone, who was appearing at the
Mount in his show, "[n And Out
of Character wiln Basil Rathbone."
We met backstage just before
his performance, and he was impressive in a number of ways.
With his dramatic stature and
velvet-lined dinner jacket which
for want of a better expression
we shall call "very English"), he
reminded one of a( 19th century
English baron pacing the rooms
of his great estate. Another thing
which was noticeable was that he·
suft'ered from a mild case of preshow backstage jitters. For a
person who has appeared in 52
roles in 23 of Shakespeare·s plays
TEltltOltlST tATBllONE
throughout the world and in nu"In and out of character •• ,..
merous movies, this. would seem
sort of unusual. But it just goes to create characters who are real
to prove the old truth that even because of their fallability.
the best of them are pmne to
"I think Shakespeare is a great·
jitters. It was necessary fo1· him humanitarian," he said, "simply
to "knock on wood" before he because he sees men in every
went out on stage.
walk of life and interprets them
The show itself was more than accordingly, and employs a · treworth the price of admission. Mr. mendous amount of pity in treatRathbone began by reminiscing ing them."
about his past, attributing his
success more to being in the right
TICKET STUBS: A movie of
place at the right time than to
the .thirties' vintage, "Wuthering
t-alent alone. Then, attempting to
Heilbts" with Laurence Oliver is
show the relationship between
nezt at the Palace . • , "Lord of
poetry and music, he read selecthe nies" •till 1oin1 stronc at
tions from Poe, Housman, John
the Esquire , •• "A Man For All
McGee and Dylan Thomas. Mr.
Seasons" eomin1 to the Shubert,
Rathbone then took bis audience
November 25th .... Mizer at OLC
on an adventure in Loving. In it,
he traced the lives of two lovers, this Sund&)' at • p.m.; band, refreshments, etc., sponsored b7 the
beginning with Shelley's "Love's
Student Council, Erne..,.· Hall; all
Philosoph7,.. and ending a few
Muskies invited , , • Rock and
PQCms later with their golden
Roll at the Gardens tonisbt . • ,
wedding anniversa..,. and ShakeLouie Armstronc at Cutle Farm ·
spear's famous 116tb sonnet.
this weekend.
A f t e r the intermission, Mr.
Rathbone concentrated entirely
on readings from Shakespeare's
plays. He gave a comparison of
the two kings, Richard II and
HenryV; talked at some length on
the interpretation of characters
such as Desdemona, Iago, and
Macbeth, and gave a very stirring
performance of Romeo's death
soliloqy. Although atone on stage~
Mr. Rathbone successfully transported his audience' to the tomb
in Verona to watch the final ago.
nizing moments of Romeo as he
bids farewell to his Juliet.
Following the performance, we
got to talking to Mr. Rathbone on
val'ious topics. He has a n e w
movie coming out made with Vincent Price and company which
is called "Comedy of Terrors,"
and which, he says, is the greatest
spoof on ~orror movies ever produced. In another vein he also.
staled that the Mount's new theater was one of the most beautiful

to

Two members of the faculty
He obtained his doctorate in
have been promoted to higher 1961 and was made acting chairacademic posts at Xavier. Their man that year.
new posts offered neither new
Rev. Daniel Foley; S.J., whose
difficulties nor did it relieve any 1oal is to "function effectively,"
old ones. These men received was "very pleased" with his pro:.
o n I y the personal satisfaction motion to assistant professor ill
from these promotions.
psychology.
Dr. William Larkin, a would·
Father Foley, whose public••
be physicist who c h & n g e d to
tions
have appeared in ma n'y
math because he "got to like it,"
was promoted from acting chair• medical journals, felt, H to the
man to chairman of the mathe- next step in his budding career,
that ·.,a man who enjoys his work
matics department.
Father of five, Doctor Larkin as a result does not pay . attencame to Cincinnati i'1 1956. He tion to titles, offices, and pro~<>
got his masters in June, 1959,
tions."

Philosopher ·Carroll At DePaul
CHICAGO-Dr. Owen J. Car- there, but had to run from one
roll,' former associate professor of to the other if any research was
philosophy at Xavier, has accept- to be done."
ed a comparable post at DePaul
Dr. Carroll, a native of Ottawa,
University here, it was learned Canada, taught sundry graduate
yesterday.
a n d undergraduate philosophy
Possessor of degrees from the courses at Xavier during hia
Sorbonne, he r e t LI i· n s to the three-year stay at Xavier. He
anticipates· publication in the
United States after a year's sab"near future," a deadline, he
batical in Paris and Vienna. "I himself ·a d m i ts, that "always
had planned," he commented, "to seems to recede further and furdo all the writing and study in ther away."
Paris, that I had been unable to
Dr. Carrol left Xavier at the
do at Xavier. But I succeeded end of the 1962 academic year,
only in attendinf the various shortly before Rev. W. Henry
symphonies almost 1!ver.r night; Xenny. S.J., replaced Rev. Stanit seems that one could not with- ley Tillman, s.J., as head ol
draw books from the libraries XU's philosophy department.

X. U. STUDENTS EAT IT.

• • •

SO DOES EVERYONE ELSE
That's why our business, dealing with food, is constantly on
the increase. We now need severa~ college men to work
·two evenings and Saturday for $17.50.

3618 Montgomery Road
Between Chico's and Shirt Laundry
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Father Nieporte
Travels to Fa1.· East
Rev. Victor B. Nieporte, S ..T.,
Executive Vice-President of Xavier University, is en route to the
Philippines following a trip to
Tokyo, Japan, to take part in the
golden anniversary celebration of
Sophia University.
Operated by the , Society of
Jesus, Sophia is Japan's oldest ·
and largest Catholic unh·ersity,
with -an enrollment of 6,000 men
and women in its 15 colleges.
Before returning to Cincinnati
on December 1, Father Nicporle
will visit Jesuit universities in
the Philippines, India, Greece,
Italy, France, England, and Ireland.
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Creeping Meatballism On Campus

ecar<?le Zerhusen

~

The Night. Beat

The following remarks are directed to evening division students who, like Miss Virginia
Grewe, feel slighted b e c au s e
they are not informed as to ·thetime, place, etc. of student couneil meetings.
To date we have had two
meetings. The llrst was held on
October 15. In the Oct. 4th issue
of the News an announcement
appeared which read in part, ... • . Student Council will hold
its first meeting on Tuesday evening, Oct. 15, at 8:30 p.m. in the
first floor conference room of
Alter Hall." The item also mentioned what was. on the agenda
for the evening. In the Oct. 11th
issue a brief reminder was repeated which again listed the
date and place of the meeting.
The second s t u d e n t council
meeting was h e 1 d Oct. 29th.
There was no edition of the
News the prior week, the 25th.
Consequently, we had no announcement published in the
paper.
At the convocation, at the begi~ming of the semester, Father
Deters urged anyone interested
in the council to get in touch
with Lynne Ruwe, Carole Zer- ·
husen, or the evening division
office. sO far the only ones who
have cooperated and volunteered
services on the council aret hose
we ·ourselves have contacted.
Barring any complications,
arising from an "open date" on
the News schedule, or an emergency meeting, all Evening Division Student Council meetings
will be publicized in the News.
personal inAnyone· ·wishing
vitation or additional informat'ion concerning the council, feel
free to call us.

remembers how the nuns patiently instructed and personally helped her learn English.
Their kindness was one of the
thinrs that most impressed Erma
about her new home and its
people. "I was also very impressed with American food,"
she adds.
Five years ago Erma married
Tom Dennis and moved to Columbus, Ohio where her husband
attended Ohio State University.
Now living in Cincinnati, Erma
and Tom both are enrolled in
Xavier's evening division, she in
the undergraduate section, and
he in the graduate school.

Mrs. Dennis is studying History and Psychology and hopes
to obtain a teacher's certificate
and eventually a degree. Her
specific goal is to teach German
and English on the secondary
level.
Mr. Dennis is working for his
Masters in Business Administration.
Mr. and_ Mrs. Thomas Dennis
and their three small · children
live on Ridge Road in Cincinnati.

• • •
Happy Birthday, Mickey.
(Who's Jficke11? - - .I'd.)

Intellectual Revolt $trengthens Colleges
Is nonconformity among col- campus life examined by the
lege students a sign of intellectual author is the abolition . of many
maturity-or a symbol of adoles- sororities, senior honorary societies, class organizations, and
cent rebel1ion?
Should the liberal arts college sentimental ceremonies.
Dean Hunt notes in Tiie Ke·
try to teach students to adjust to
the world as it is, or should they •ol& ol &he Collece ln&ellee&ual
that student publications have
be encouraged to revolt?
What is the effect of increasing largely shifted their focus from
student competition on emotional rampus and local concerns to nastability? . . • of group loyalties . tional and international issues,
but have continued to attack all
on peace ef mind?
What values are likely to in- · parietal rules and restrictions.
Wherever the intellectual revsure the nntinuiq place of the
olution has struck the colleges,
college of liberal arts?
These and many related ques- Dean Hunt concludes, it has
tions are dealt with by Dean ••greatly strengthened • • • those
Everett Lee Hunt in Tiie •noH aspects of the intellectual comof tbe Collece ln&ellee&aal - an munity that stimulate discovery,
account of the changes that have ·creativity, independence, conflict,
taken place in the mores, atti. tudes, and feelings of college students, es1>«ially since certain of
the so-called prestige colleges of
liberal arts have been able to
select their students from among
the top intellectuals.
In his story of the perennial
rebellion of youth, Dean Hunt
presents many concrete examples
of student customs, attitudes, actions, and expressions of values.
He also considers the alumni and
their influence on the intellectual
community. He discusses three
successive eras in the schooling
of American college students:
1uarded education, conformity to
accepted ways, and intellectual
656 East McMillan
individualism.
Among significant changes in

and adventure ••. Almost all the
forces bearing on college development today make the continued
power of these forces desirable
and inevitable. Perhaps many of
the students by temperament will
be most effective as happy warriors. Some may even denounce
appeals for elements of solidarity,
friendship, and security as conformist influences that impede
progress. But for all of our students except the most self-sumcient of adolescent intellectuals,
there is an increasing need for
cooperntion and understanding in
an environment that can inspire
trust and sympathy."

MILLER'S ALL STAR
DAIRY au.n11 FOODS

"'

The Shield of· Quality
Phone 961-247.f

Assignment: match the perfonnance of our finest
automatic drive in a lighter, less expensive version!

a

• • •

Although E r m a Dennis has
been in this country only 12
years she speaks English as if it
were the only language she's
ever known. Born in Margurg,
Yugoslavia, 25 years ago, Erma
came to America with her parents when she was 13 years old.
At that time she c<>uldn't speak
a single English word, having
been "raised" on German.
Her first year in America was
the hardest, she recalls, as far
as the language barrier was con•
cerned. She attended Holy Trinity Catholic High S c h o o 1 in
Cleveland, Ohio and "didn't understand anything in class." She

TOI HOUSE

First Restaurant in Cincinnati
SeTving

Cantonese Food
1521 California Ave., Bend BUI
MOUaS: Monday, 11 •• m. te 8 p.m.
T.-.Yv thru FricNy, 11 •.m. to 9 p.111.

.....

S•turd.iy, 5 p.m. to 9 p.m.
Sunday, I 2 noon to 9 p.m•
earr~-o.t &en1ee

eaa-

Result: A new Ford-built 3-speed
torque converter-Ideal
"traveling companion" for our new,
hotter, medium-displacement V-8 engines

531-9576

New

Eng~nd

Hat
Manufacturing
Companr.

A comptetely new Ford Motor Company 3-speed·
automatic drive tor 1964 "elivers improved
passinG performance ••• smoother acc~leration
• • • better sbut·UPS (up to 35% higher torque
multiplication in Low) ••• more flexible down·
hiH braking • • • quieter operation in Neutral.
With the introduction of this . lighter, highly
durable and efficient transmission in 1964
Comet, Fairlane and Ford models, our engi·
neers have taken still another step· towatd
putting
extra pep per pourld into Ford· built cars.,
...

Simplified gear case design and a one-piece
aluminum casting result in a fighter, more
compact transmission-one that has fewer
c:omponents :and is extremely easy to maintain •
Built to precision tolerances akin to those in
missile production, the new automatic trans·
mission is truly a product of the space age,
and is typical of technical progress at Ford.
Another assignment completed: another ·case
of engineering leadership at Ford providing,
1fresh ideas for the American Road.

*

Ill z.at Sb.. Street

a.ca...... ....

MOTO• COllPA•Y
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Ptre Elrllt

Nature Of Athletic Grants 'A Mystery'

Scholarships At Xavier: Salaried Work or Play?
By Jll\1 ALERDING
News Reporter
(Part 011c c,f a Series)

arship student must maintain a fees, and books. In order to requality-point ratio of at least 2.5 . main eligible to play, the player
in his freshman year, and 3.0 in must maintain a quality-point
succeeding years. The award in ratio of 1.75 in the freshman year
all cases is made by and at the and 2.0 in succeeding years. This
discretion of the Scholarship is the minimum required of all
students to remain off probation.
Committee.
Bu& for the mos& part, their
Athletic scholarships at Xavier
are of a much different nature. na&ure remains a IBJ'slerJ'. The

¥adcmic scholarships al Xavier have made noticcab'Je gains
in the last couple oC years. In
1962-63, there were apprnxinrntely 24 academic scholurships
awarded by the university. This
year, that total has doubled, so
that lhe1·c are about 48 _freshmen
_ on honot• scholarshi1>s which are . ,
'
administered by the .university.
An academic scholarship ap- The number of athletic ·scholarplies to tuition only and does not ships cannot be definitely slated,
excuse the holde1· Crom payment as this infm·mation seems to be
of other fees. The only exception
"classified." Questioned as to the
to lhis is the honors course schol- exact number of athletic scholara1·ships where it is possible for ships or to the amount of money
a worthy student lo receive help alloted to athletic scholarships,
beyond tuition. This is not the Athletic Director Jim McCatTe1·ty
said, "I can no mor·e tell you thaf
general rule, however.
Ac ad em i c schola1·ships are than I can tell you my saJary."
awarded for one year and are re- Let it suffice to say that there are
newable fo1· ea ch successive ab o u t 30 freshmen on athletic
semester of a student's four-year s~holal'ships. Athletic scholareollege period. The honor schol- ships cover tuition, room, board,

NEWS SPECIAL REPORT
universi&J' eatalol'ae doesn•t mention them at all,. and the s&udent
handbook merelF states that the,.
ex isl.
Should athlete11 be made te
•eep a higher averal'e than ordl.
nar,. s&udents! This ·is the tendeney in some universities around
the eountrJ'.
The first rebuttal to this question is that the honor student is
being paid. to study, while the
athlete is being paid to play ball.
In a sense this is true; but the

athlete has a responsibility to the
school and himself as well as to
the team. It sometimes happens
that an athlete will feel that he
does not have to study. He may_
feel that school is merely a necessary evil; and that he is in school
to play ball and not to learn.
Athletes of this type are in the
exti·eme minority; yet, they do
exist.
· But what happens to the athletes who do work and are serious about school, if a .university
· raises the minimum quality-point
ratio? Of course, a good number
of these would still be able to
make the grades, but what about
· those who couldn't? Suppose a
boy wants to go to college but
can't affo1·d it. .The only way he
can g<> is thr.ough an athletic
scholarship. He finds that. he is
able to keep a quality-point average high enough to. stay off probation; but he cannot keep an average high enough to meet our

Eight Campuses Represented

Conference Investigates Student Role
Neal'ly 100 students from eight
eampuses gathered at X av i e .r
last weekend to investigate the
place of the university, the faculty and administration, the unive1·sity student, and the college
g1·aduate in society, at Student
Council's Fifth Annual Leadership Conference.
The purpose of the Conference. Xavier Student Body President Rudy Hast told the assembly in his introductory talk Friday night, was "to point to a
solution after looking at the
problems, to help us now while.
we are on campus as students
and later on when we are in society as teachers and leaders."
The representatives of Xavier,
UC, OLC, Mount St. Joseph,
Dayton, Will.>erfor~e, Good .Samaritan Nu rs i n g School, and
Villa Madonna heard four talks
on different aspects of the subject. Between the talks they took
part in much lively discussion,
both organized and unorganized.

-

THE FIRST ADDRESS was
given Friday evening by Dr. Vytautas J. Beliauskas, chairman
of the Xavier psychology depa t·tment, who insisted that
there is no such thing as a "profile of the college student."
"They are all too individual,#
he explained.
.
Dr. Beliauskas compared college to an experimental laboratol'y where each student is set,
within certain necessary limits,
to work out his set of values.
Asked to explain what he meant
by a values system, he answe1·ed:
"'A 'value' is something which
has special meaning for me, and
motivates my behavior. To create a value ,system, you have to
develop ·your own-a thing is
only worth something if it is a
personal value for someone.
·"Our soeie&J' Is a Yer,- poor
transmuter of values. Our eultare is the euHure of &he averare
e i & i z e n. This delermininr of
nlues b,. maJorl&,- rule is some·
thine I eonslder a eo.llel'e stu•en& should rnoU •l'alnsl. Thi•
Is wha& we have our brains an•
.. &ellil'en.ee for, &hq · i• where
leadership eomes in.
"As Einstein !iald, &he renlu•
h one who eomes alonl' and ia
eras,. enou&'h lo do somf'&hinl'
•tlferen&. A leader makes values
eonform to bis values."
Satu1·day's session was opened
with a discussion by Dr. Peter
' Vygantas, president of Pax Romana, comparing the positions of
Amel'ican and European college
lltudents.
Actually, he said, the compar-

ison is "perhaps not fair." The
purposes of the two educational
systems are different: in Europe
they are not trying to give an
all-around education at the college level, as we are, but are
concerned more with professional and intellectual development.
In Euro1>e there are fewer college students, chosen on a more
selective basis than ours, somewhat more advanced and on the
average a year or two older.
"There is much difference in.
regulations," he said. "They are
not required to attend classes,
just to pass their exams. (So
some people, not having to go
to class, don't. So we have some
'ete1·nal students.' Colleges don't
bother to flunk people out.)
"The European s't u dent has
much more responsibility. If he
wants .to acquire cel'tain accomplishments, he has to study on
his own."
Dr. Vygantas remarked that to
understand the differences it is
n e c es s a r y to understand the
basic differences between Europe and the United States. "Go
back to the values sys t ems,
which differentiate centuries, s<>- ·
cieties, nations.''
'l'hc American values systems,
he staled, are now based largely
on quantity-and so in school we
are concerned with quantities of
tests and quantities on tests. Europeans, on the other hand, are
more quality-concerned, "Europe is more conceptional, Jess
concrete, I es s practical in its
thinking. We tend to give
t h i n k i n g for its own sakewhich can be the most rewarding thing.
"Look at our lest&. Do the,.
make us think - or reeall and
reeol'nize wha& we have beard?
Whereas a European aniversl&,.
makes a man &hlnk eoneep&loa:..
•Ill': he ean re& new J d e a s,
doem't have to reeorai•e and. re-

up

eall. Thus the ehallenre lo the
lntelleet Is mueh better to the
European s&udent."
EXTEMPORIZING DURING
the question and answer session
that followed, Dr. Vy g a n t Ii s
· asked, "What is the purpose of
administration? It is the mo~t
effective when least felt. When
leadership does everything, it is
poor leadership.''
Remarking that he would like·
~o see '~someone from this room"
be the next NSA president, he
added, "There's too much of an
attitude toward the students· at
a Catholic college like 'So long
as you play, you're fine; but
when something real comes
along, we'll do it."
Dr. Raymond McC<>y, dean qt
the Graduate School, spoke Satur.day afternoon on the role of
the college student on campus.
"It's the central role, it's the key
role," he said, "because you the
student are the raison d'etre of
the campus. It all exists for only
one purpose--to serve you." ·

B~LIAUSKAS

"T.hey're too individual ., • •..
,.ears oa •DJ' eamp1111 lod•F wUheut IMminr &ht! valae ·of diselpline. Anrone aradaatlnl' wl&b
_tbe felasioa that lte ean avoid

dl8elpline will meet wl&h an •n~
bappJ' life."
Pointing out the role of the
rollege graduate later on in life,
he stated "Nothing is more dangerous in human affairs than· to
give one in~iividual power over
· another·because of'the danger.of
misuse of that power. . . • An>-:
form of government is dangerous .
if it doesn't have the interest and
participation of those who are
under it."
"My message to you i!! this:
Surely the1·e is no fine1· manner
· ~o repay for this p1·ivilcge of an
· education than that .after you
graduate you will not f o r g et
;your powers ·and duties as a citizen.''
·After acknowledging the help
he had received from other students in running the Conference,
Senior Paul Fischer, who ·began
last summe1· the ,task of arranging it, adjourned the me~ting.

Fred Bernstein

Dear Freddy

THE FINAL SPEAKER was
former Ohio State Su pre ni e
Somehow things have changed
Many of us have been considerCourt Chief Justice Carl Wey- at Xavier University. Remember ing what we can actually d<>
gandt, who gave an after-dinner how it used to be at half time, ·about our Jagging relation~ with
address in the Blue Room of the when riotous laughter from the the fairer sister schools. And so,
cafeteria. After a short welcom• student section and even barely a few pl'Ograms have been initiing talk by Rev. Paul L. O'Con- muffled snickering from the ated for a bit of constructive renor, S.J., president of the Uni· "mm·e adult" sections filled the habilitation.
versity, Ju d g e Wey g a n d t air'?·
This Friday, Xavier will sponwrapped up the Conference by
No one minded the cold be- sor another in a series of experigiving his views as to the pur- cause their attention was focused mental mixers that should be the
pose of college.
on a nothing less than chaotic most interesting and successful
"Someone once said," he re- conglomeration. This object of of them all.
marked, "that anyone who re- everyone's attention seemed
The Gent. return :with a topfuses to learn from history pays openly to avow that any sem- notch program to attract a col-·
the penalty of reliving it. It has blance of symmetry was purely lege c1·owd.
been my experience that that. is coincidental. This fact was comThis Sunday, O.L.C. will sponone of the purposes of going to plemented by a barely audible sor another , mixer, the aim· of
college, so we may avoid repeat- ·volume -of dissonance., (Flower which is to better the somewhat
ing many of the mistakes-even numbers were especially amus-· · strained relations. The Mount
the pe1·fectly obvious mistakes- ing.)
will be having its first date-dance
made by a previous generation.
But something happened this Saturday· night, and there is
"I ean think of no &'realer· In· year. A spirited organization has vicious rumor that some Xavier
Jus&lee &o eollece •&aden&s todaF taken over that actually stimu.o men will be invited (Needlessly
&ban lo allow &hem to •pend lour . lates and delights (instead of said, I have not received my inviamusing) the average spectator. tation!) Much discussion amonc
I have to agree with everyone; those who attended the Leaderour Band is good.
ahip Conference last week-end
should also help· in getting a
· Nothing amuses me more than better understanding of the probFather Petz's address is being to read the hue and cry of our lem.
held as a regular "A Ser·ies" con- "true Xavier men," wh<> for the
But. for the "men/' who are
vocation.
past six weeks have been sum. still hollel'ing for their true XavJ'ose1>h O'Meara, dean of the ming up· the boy-girl situation ier brethren
"stand up and
Notl'e Dame University School of for the rest of their not-quite-so- be counted with them,"· let me
Law, will speak to members of clear-sighted friends in· the truly - extend my condolences. And if'
the society on admission to law monumental documents they have you gentlemen should, by .some
school at 1:30 p.m. Fl'iday.
submitted to the editor. But while quirk of fate, ftnd .. y<>urselves a
An alumnus of Xavier, Dean the!le gentlemen are making this little lonely, why not come to one
O'Meara will also be available endless series of "conclusive." of the mixers like everyone else;
statements, allow me to mention it's even easier, in summary, thaa
for inte1·views with students who
that the problem as it was pre- summarizing what has alread,.
are contemplating embal'kation sented so long ago, is taking on been summarized twelve tim•
. on a career at the bar.
a different aspect.
before.
·

Pre.;.Law Group Schedules
Ethician, Dean For Talks
The St. T h o m a s More Pre•
Law Society will sponsor add1·esses by two nationally known
experts on legal t o p i cs next
week, ,Rev. Har·key Tracy, S.J.,
faculty advisor to the group announced yetserday.
Rev: Jerome A. Petz. S.J., professor of ethics at West Baden
College, will discuss the moral
aspects of corporation law in a
s pee ch entitled "Profits and
Poverty" Wednesday at 1:30 p.m.
in the Cash Room.

PROFESSOR

hypothetical athletic standard. Is
he then to be deprived of a col·
lege education just because of
the athletes who usurp the privilege of a scholarship?
The answer to this question is
ftne which · is not easily found,
· but many observers feel the ·university should make an attempt
to rid itself of the number of athletes who think they are in school
to play and not to study - if for
. no olhet• reason than to protect;
the honest and hard-wo1·king
athlete.
Is it strictiy the fault of the
athletes? Probably not. Is ,it the
fault of the athletic department?
Not entirely. Perhaps, then, we
can look to the administration tor
the answer. Perhaps the admin·
istration's policy tO\vard academ~
ics and at·hletics is not proportional. This will be discussed in
the next. article dealing with recruiting, and the school's policy
toward some athletes.
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